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Abstract – This paper presents the implementation of a novel surface-wave (SW) beam-forming
lens. The theory of Flat Optics is used in a double-layer parallel plate waveguide (PPW) struc-
ture to create in the top PPW a plane wave steerable in the entire azimuth range. By using
metallic pins, we have implemented in the bottom PPW a radially-dependent refraction index
that, combined with a cylindrical reflector, results in a flat and symmetric system ideal for the
excitation of reconfigurable antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

Flat Optics (FO) [1] has been recently extended for the development of new wave-guiding devices. FO theory
adapts geometrical optics (GO) [2] to surface wave (SW) structures, where the spatial variability of the impedance
boundary conditions (IBCs) is exploited to control the SW wavefront. FO principles have been efficiently employed
in the implementation of SW lenses [3–5] based on metasurfaces (MTSs). For this kind of lenses, the modulation
of the IBCs allows one to manipulate an equivalent refractive index neq , which has the same function as the
refractive index in GO. Thus, the FO ray-tracing mechanism for varying IBCs relies on an eikonal equation, as
the GO analysis of graded index materials. As for the implementation of these lenses by MTSs, they are made
of an arrangement of sub-wavelength elements printed on a grounded dielectric slab [6] or embedded in a metal
base-plate [7, 8]. Since the MTS constitutive elements are electrically small, when a SW propagates on the MTS
the latter can be accurately described by homogenized IBCs. The modification of the MTS geometrical features
(e.g., size and orientation) emulates the IBC variation, and, in the case of SW lenses, enables the implementation
of neq . For some antenna systems, like the ones based on quasi-optical beam-formers, a guided plane wave is used
to illuminate the radiating aperture [9, 10]. Moreover, the change of the plane wave angle of incidence on this
radiating aperture implies the change of the beam direction. However, most feeding designs present limitations
in the range of variability of the plane wave incidence angle. Conventional planar Luneburg lenses [11] (when
setting several ports, they cannot be in opposite positions) or quasi-optical pillbox systems [12] (horn shifting is
restricted by the parabolic reflector attributes and degrades the final radiated beam) are examples of beam-formers
limited in azimuthal scanning. Sometimes, this constraint is overcome by setting additional feeding configurations
or duplicating the excitation scheme [10]. Here, we present a low profile lens able to provide a plane wave that
can follow any azimuthal direction in a circular area where the radiating part of the system will be placed. The
proposed architecture includes two stacked parallel plate waveguides (PPWs), a corner reflector, and a waveguide
feed. In the lower PPW, the waveguide feed will launch a cylindrical wave. Then, the rays will be directed by
the imposed equivalent refractive index to reach the lens border with a given angle. Finally, the corner-reflector
will couple the two layers and return a plane wave in the upper layer. While in a conventional Luneburg lens the
generated plane wave travels outwards, the presented structure creates a plane wave impinging into the same area
occupied by the lens in the bottom PPW. For this reason, we call it ”Reflecting Luneburg lens”.

II. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A REFLECTING LUNEBURG LENS

The design problem lies in finding the equivalent refractive index, neq , required to generate a plane wave in the
top layer. As indicated in Section I, we must find a distribution of neq such that the reflected rays form a plane
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Fig. 1: (a) Optimized equivalent refractive index. (b) Resulting ray-paths (red) and reflected ray directions (blue). (c) MTS lens
implemented by varying height cylindrical pins.

wave. To this end, we analyze the direction of the reflected rays by using the ray-tracing technique [1]. We use a
cylindrical coordinate system (ρ,φ,z) for the structure description. The process essentially consists in optimizing
a radial distribution of the refractive index neq(ρ) so as to obtain parallel reflected rays along a section of the lens
perimeter illuminated by the source. This circumferential region is at the rim of the lens and in front of the source
position. For the optimization process, we define a refractive index profile with form

neq(ρ) =
A

B + (ρ/ρ0)C
, (1)

where ρ0 is the source position along ρ. For a lens of radius R, with the source at (ρ0, φ0) = (R/2, 0) and the
optimized parameters A = 3, B = 2, and C = 1.7, we get the neq profile and the ray-paths shown in Fig.1a and
Fig.1b, respectively. Although the refractive index can be optimized for a different position of the source, from a
practical point of view, placing several horns around an inner ring is the most convenient alternative to preserve
the symmetry of the model. As represented in Fig.1b and Fig.1c, we consider this inner hole of radius Rin = R/2.

Once the ideal distribution of neq has been obtained, we proceed to its implementation by cylindrical metallic
pins with variable height [3, 7]. The MTS created by the pins is enclosed in the lower PPW. The final SW lens is
presented in Fig.1c. In this work, we evaluate only the plane wave generated in the upper PPW, without introducing
yet any perturbation to radiate the power. This is the reason why the cylindrical reflector has been truncated at the
top layer in the simulation.

(a) Bottom layer (field amplitude) (b) Top layer (field amplitude) (c) Top layer (field phase)

Fig. 2: (a) Simulated field amplitude in flat lens, at lower layer. (b) Resulting plane wave in upper layer. (c) Phase of plane
wave in top layer. PEC walls are represented by grey arches and absorbing BCs are in yellow.

Fig.2 shows some preliminary numerical results at fo = 30 GHz for the field amplitude in both layers, as well
as the phase in the top layer. One can observe that a plane wave is created in the top layer, after the reflection
of the field from the bottom layer. This performance is maintained within the bandwidth f = [29, 31] GHz. It is
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clear that the behavior can be replicated for different positions of the horn, given the cylindrical symmetry of the
system. Then, a rotation of the horn position of an angle φ0 will entail an equivalent variation in the plane wave
angle of propagation. It is important to note that this rotation can cover the total azimuthal range (from 0o to 360o),
since all the design elements hold the layout symmetry. Indeed, the radial dependence of neq and the cylindrical
geometry of the reflector ensure the conservation of the plane wave generation when modifying φ0. Ordinary
Luneburg lenses are usually subjected to 1-layer arrangements, with the sources on one side and the collimated
beam on the other side, which limits the scanning range in azimuth to ±90o. This constraint is overcome by the
presented configuration.

III. CONCLUSION

We have described the design, implementation and simulation results of a Reflecting Luneburg lens. The flat
MTS lens consists of two stacked PPWs and has been realized by using metallic pins with variable height on the
bottom PPW. By employing this architecture, we have succeeded in creating a plane wave that propagates towards
the excitation port and not beyond the rim of the lens. In this sense, the behavior is contrary to a conventional
Luneburg lens. The double-layered approach along with the cylindrical reflector result in a really compact struc-
ture, where the beamformer and the radiating aperture are placed within the same horizontal area. The presented
system offers an interesting alternative to classical quasi-optical beam-formers for reconfigurable antennas.
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